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ULS Manufacturing is a trading name of Ultra Light & Sound Limited.   

 

UK based with readily available spares and new units in the UK.  

 

This Dmx shutter was designed and manufactured in the UK by ULS Manufacturing.  

Our engineers have a detailed knowledge and are able to provide technical support both 

over the telephone, email and at our UK Headquarters. 

 

Our ethos is to be able to maintain service and extend product life and minimise the 

“beyond economic repair” approach, helping reduce waste and saving time, money and 

the environment. 

 

 

 

 

Ultra Light & Sound limited 

Tel 01173502064 

www.UltraLightSound.co.uk 

info@ultralightsound.co.uk 

 

 

 

 

WEE Declaration 

 

 

 

 

This symbol indicates that this piece of electrical equipment must 

be disposed of separately from normal waste at the end of its 

operational life. Please dispose of this produced by contacting ULS 

manufacturing or taking it to your local recycling or collection 

centre. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Trouble shooting 

 

If the shutter blade is interrupted or accidentally moved the positioning will be 

misaligned until the next time the unit is rebooted. 

 

If motor appears to misalign over time or with several opening and closing movements: 

Check nothing is obstructing the shutter blade. 

Possible current set needs adjustment. 

When unit is powered down, remove blade and rotate motor by hand, check for even and 

smooth movements, stiff or hard to move sections, indicate a motor replacement 

required. 

 

If the unit appears not to respond to Dmx: 

Check Dmx controller addressing and shutter addressing. Change Dmx address if 

required. 

 

Advance Dmx address testing: 

It is possible for the shutter to repeat back its own Dmx address to confirm the 

thumbwheel/ address switches are set and operating correctly. 

 

Set the Dmx to: 

701  = Closed/ start led produces a repeated 1 x flash - Dmx data led is off 

702  = Closed/ start led produces a repeated 2 x flash - Dmx data led is off 

704  = Closed/ start led produces a repeated 4 x flash - Dmx data led is off 

708  = Closed/ start led produces a repeated 8 x flash - Dmx data led is off 

These checks confirm that the single digit Dmx address is operational. 

 

Set the Dmx to: 

710  = Closed/ start led produces a repeated 1 x flash - Dmx data led is ON 

720  = Closed/ start led produces a repeated 2 x flash - Dmx data led is ON 

740  = Closed/ start led produces a repeated 4 x flash - Dmx data led is ON 

780  = Closed/ start led produces a repeated 8 x flash - Dmx data led is ON 

These checks confirm that the 10’s digit Dmx address is operational 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Safety intructions - Please read this manual carefully before your intial startup 

 

 

CAUTION! TAKE CARE USING THIS DEVICE 

RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK 

 

Each person involved with the fitting, maintenance and operation of this device should 

be competent and follow these instructions. 

 

Before Initial start-up check the mains cable and device for any damage. 

 

Keep this device away from moisture and liquids. 

 

Should the fuse in the plug need replacing ensure a 3amp fuse with a British kite mark is 

used. 

 

 

ULS manufacturing will not accept liability for any damages caused by the non-

observance of this manual, or any modification to this device. 

 

Never remove warning or information labels. 

Do not open this device or modify the equipment 

Do not connect this device to a dimmer pack. 

Do not switch this device on and off at short intervals. 

Only use indoors. 

Make sure the voltage is between 90 and 240v ac 

Make sure the power cable is never crushed or forced, check the cable periodically. 

If the equipment has been exposed to drastic temperature change (normally after 

transportation), allow device to reach room temperature before powering on. 

Do not touch this device during a thunderstorm. 

If any of the following conditions occur, remove the ac plug: 

Smoke or unusual smell. 

Water or foreign objects inside the unit. 

Damage to the housing caused by physical damage. 

 

Never pull the power cord, always grasp the main body of the plug top. 

 



Thank you for purchasing our premium Dmx Controlled Projector Shutter. 

 

Rugged Design and build for rugged out on the road use with a feature set to rival 

existing products on the market. 

 

Key features. 

 

• Temporary battery power for setup on unpowered rigs. 

 

• Easy Dmx addressing together with easy readable display for tool free setup. 

 

• On-board controls for testing and positioning of the shutter blade. 

 

• Advance feature set  for easy troubleshooting. 

 

• Dmx control or simple remote control switch, available separately. 

 

Attaching the Shutter blade; 

 

With a small cross head screw driver attach the shutter blade to the motor drive shaft and 

ensure it is tight. 

 

The shutter blade can be made shorter by removing the 2 x M4 screws and relocate the 

coupling to a different set of mounting holes on the blade. Rotate the closed start/ 

position control to min position before powering on! 

 
 

If the blade is adjusted to any of the shorter 2 positions the blade cannot rotate the full 

360° . The closed/ start position trim pot may need to be reduced to compensate for this. 

Remember, as soon the blade over drives clock wise against the end stop the shutter will 

be misaligned, and the unit must be rebooted. 

Dmx control 

 

Single Channel Dmx operation 

Dmx below 50% shutter in closed position, closed led= illuminated. 

Dmx above 50% shutter in open/ new position.  

On-board Controls can be used to set the positions. 

Set the opening degree to minimum possible to enable a fast opening/ closing of the 

projector and reduce motor noise and delay. 

XLR connections – 5 pin 

Pin 1 = Ground/ screen braid  

Pin 2 = Dmx data - 

Pin 3 = Dmx data + 

Pin 4 = not connected 

Pin 5 = not connected 

 

 

XLR 5 pin to 3 pin cable  convertors 

Pin 1 = Ground / screen braid 

Pin 2 = Dmx data - 

Pin 3 = Dmx data + 

Pin 4 = not connected 

Pin 5 = not connected 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Motor rotates anticlockwise. 

Repeated moves against the end stop. 

motor moves 1/4 turn clockwise away from the end stop 

Motor now in open position 

 

 

If unit set to bootup to closed position: 

motor moves clockwise to closed position - as set by trim pot 

closed led = illuminated 

If unit set to bootup to open position 

motor does not move 

Closed led = not illuminated 

 

when under battery operation the unit will not receiver Dmx, or control from analog 

remote switch. 

 

The unit will auto power off 45 secs after the last button press. 

 

 

Analog Remote control 

 

When no Dmx controller or lighting desk is present the shutter can be operated from a 

simple analogue remote switch. 

 

Set DMX address to 600. 

 

Analog remote functions: 

A simple latching switch can be wired across pins 1 and 2 of the 5 pin Dmx input. When 

the switch is open the shutter blade is in one position and when the contact is made, the 

blade moves and the led illuminates until the contact is broken again. 

XLR connections for simple remote: 

 

Pin 1 = Ground/ screen 

Pin 2 =  Short to ground = Shutter closed 

Pin 3 = Connect to ground 

Pin 4 = not connected 

Pin 5 = not connected 

 
 

Positioning the unit around the projector. 

 

The shutter can be located in any location 360° around the front of the projector. 

 

It is important that the shutter is secured safely and cannot move. Fabric Straps/ tie 

downs or clamps are commonly used. 

 

A safety bond must be secured to one of the red vertical columns. 

 

The shutter blade motor must be free to move 360°.  

 

If required the rubber blade end stop can be relocated to the right hand thread of the 

unit.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Setup 

 

Power on the unit. 

Allow the shutter to boot up fully for 20 seconds without interruption to the shutter 

blade. 

 

Once booted, check the ‘Closed shutter led’ is illuminated – if not move the motor blade 

using the test switch. 

 

Rotate the ‘closed position’ control to move the shutter blade to completely cover the 

projector lens. 

 

Press test switch - shutter moves to open position, uncovering the lens. 

 

Now rotate the ‘opening degree control’ so that the blade has just uncovered the lens.  

 

Use the test button several times to check and adjust to achieve the least movement 

required to uncover/ cover the lens. 

 

The least movement of the shutter blade enables a faster covering of the light output of 

the projector and reduces motor noise. 

 

It is possible for the closed position to in fact be your shutter open position and vice 

versa. 

Only rotate the closed position control when the ‘closed led’ is illuminated. 

Only rotate the opening degree control when the blade has moved and the closed led is 

not illuminated. 

 

 

Typical boot-up sequence - Mains powered 

 

Power on 

Motor rotates anticlockwise. 

Repeated - moves against the end stop. 

Motor moves 1/4 turn clockwise away from the end stop 

Motor now in the open position. 

 

 

If the unit is set to bootup to closed position: 

after bootup the motor moves clockwise to closed position - as set by trim pot 

Closed led = illuminated. 

If the unit set to bootup to open position 

after bootup the motor does not move. 

Closed led = not illuminated 

 

 

If the unit is receiving valid dmx data. 

Motor will boot to dmx control position. 

Dmx below 125 = shutter in closed/ start position. 

Dmx above 125 = shutter in open position 

 

If unit is set to Dmx address 600 (analog remote control) 

the motor will boot to the position as set via analog remote. 

 

Starting position after boot-up sequence 

 

When the shutter is expecting a Dmx input from a suitable console/ controller, but no 

Dmx signal is present the shutter will park the blade at the user defined position after the 

boot-up sequence is finished.  

 

This feature is useful if the shutter is not required for day to day operation and the shutter 

blade will default to a user defined/ normal open position at power on, allowing an image 

to be projected without the need to open the shutter with a controller. 

 

Changing the default start up position 

 

Set Dmx address to 700, press and hold the test switch for 5 seconds, 

closed led will flash rapidly, indicating setting now stored. 

Blade will move to the new stored start position. 

Reset  Dmx address to any value 1 to 512  for normal operation. 

 

Battery Power operation: 

The unit can be powered from the internal 9v pp3 battery with limited functionality, 

allowing the shutter positions to be set before mains power is present, useful for setup  

on touring rigs. 

 

Press and hold both push buttons for 3 seconds. Bootup sequence commences with 

reduced motor speed to compensate for lower battery power. 


